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Distinguished FAMEX Member:
During this time of unprecedented uncertainty, all of us at FAMEX are concerned about the
well-being and safety of our families, partners, customers, friends and colleagues who make
FAMEX possible. We hope you and as your loved ones are safe during these difficult times.
As you may know, COVID-19 has impacted the world drastically, which led the World Health
Organization (WHO) to declare it a pandemic; leading countries to adopt contingency measures
in an attempt to control current and further cases. We are in a special time frame to give priority
to our health and recommendations given by the WHO.
In addition, according to IATA, estimates show that economic downturn in the aerospace
industry for this 2020 will have an impact of $113 billion-dollars loss. As well as the cancellation
of leading trade shows such as: Farnborough Air Show & ILA – Berlin to name a few.
FAMEX, the most important aerospace trade show in Latin America, we ensure our
commitment for the 2021 edition. Taking place in Queretaro (Intercontinental Airport of
Queretaro) from April 21st to 24th, 2021. As we are the first international aerospace main event
of 2021, we are working hard to offer you the greatest version of FAMEX, contributing with an
essential platform which will allow you to concrete those leads that were left behind in 2020.
While at FAMEX – 2021 we will have:
 The United States of America as a “Partner Country”, with a larger U.S. Pavilion with
representation of companies, opportunities and seminars.
 “Hannover Messe Fair” pavilion with a relevant presence of German companies and
adequate to the aerospace & defense industry.
 Main OEM’s such as: Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier, Embraer, Bell Helicopters, Safran, General
Electric, Collins Aerospace, Honeywell, and others are invited.
 “Alianza Centro-Occidente-Bajio” pavilion (Tri-Regional Alliance of Mexico) integrated by
the states of: Aguascalientes, Guanajuato, Jalisco, Querétaro, and San Luis Potosí.
 Main Aerospace Clusters of Mexico (Queretaro, Monterrey, Chihuahua, Baja California and
Sonora)
Along with the list mentioned above and other 650+ companies, we are also delivering B2B’s,
networking opportunities and consistent seminars such as: “Aerospace FDI Seminar”,
“Companies Transitioning into the Aerospace Industry Seminar” “Aerospace Summit”, “Air
Safety Seminar”, and others.
Meanwhile, it is our pleasure to inform you that the Ministry of National Defense of Mexico
(SEDENA) is highly aware of the world economic situation, and has instructed that for the 2021’s
edition cost to remain the same as the 2019’s edition, in order to support our participants.
As this situation evolves, your FAMEX team will proactively reach out if there is additional
information we can provide. In the meantime, if you have any further questions about FAMEX
response to COVID-19, please contact us directly.
Major General Rodolfo Rodríguez Quezada, “FAMEX-2021” President.

